MOVE WITH YOUR FOCUS
- 3-Axis Stabilizer with Follow Focus -

/ Real Time Follow Focus
/ 3.2KG Max. Payload
/ Instant Precise Attitude Compensation
/ Intuitive OLED Display

3-Axis Stabilizer with Follow Focus

The Zhiyun Crane 2 three-axis camera stabilizer delivers filmgrade performance and precision motion. Its follow focus
controller, OLED display design, POV Mode and quick control dial
makes it very easy to create stunning images.

You can monitor the stabilizer status at a glance, and intuitively
change camera & gimbal settings and movement via the tactile
handgrip.

MOVE
WITH
YOUR FOCUS.
FEATURES

Real Time Follow Focus

3.2KG Max. Payload

Instant Precise Attitude
Compensation

An integrated follow focus wheel on the
body, Crane 2 allows ±0.02° precision
real time focus control via the camera
connection cable. Keep your subject in
focus without having to take your hand
off the gimbal.

The 6th generation Instune algorithm
delivers 50% increase in motor torque
and 20% improvement in noise reduction.
Crane 2 sets a new benchmark for the
industry supporting a max. payload of
3.2kg, making it suitable for most models
of DSLR and mirrorless cameras.

32-bit high-speed MCU parallel control
technology provides a 100% improvement
in respond speed, CRANE 2 gets high
above the industry standard with its
cutting-edge compensation system
and unparalleled anti-shake stabilizing
performance.

18

Hours

Extensive Battery Runtime

Newly Designed
Thumbscrew for Quicker
Balance Adjustment
Designed with easy-to-use thumbscrews
and a quick release plate, you can mount,
and balance your camera to get ready for
shooting in 60 seconds. Start shooting
anywhere, anytime.

Intuitive OLED Display
The intuitive interface design helps you
easily identify the connection status,
battery level, control mode and multiple
camera params, giving you full control
over every detail.

3.2 OLED
KG

Max Payload

Display

18 Hour Runtime
An 18 hour battery life for high-intensity
shoot and emergency phone-charging
means you should never miss a shot.

Innovative Quick Control
Dial Design
The quick control dial on the control panel
is like an integrated extension of your
camera. You can either press or rotate the
dial to change various camera parameters,
such as TV, AV, ISO and EV, giving you
seamless camera control.

Complete Kits with
Elaborate Details
Crane 2 comes standard with a
comprehensive accessories kit, including
camera control cables to connect with
various cameras brands, an aluminium
tripod, a carry bag, as well as a
Manfrotto quick release plate.
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